The Smart Grid: Managing Electrical Power Distribution and Use

Key Message: The smart grid is the use of digital technology to modernize the power grid, which comes with some new privacy and security challenges.

Executive Summary

"The smart grid employs innovative products and services combined with intelligent monitoring, control, communication, and self-healing technologies to do the following:

- facilitate the connection and operation of generators of all sizes and technologies
- allow consumers to play a part in optimizing the operation of the system
- provide consumers with greater information and supply choices
- significantly reduce the environmental impact of the electricity supply system
- deliver enhanced levels of reliability and security of supply

"More than meters and mobility, the smart grid represents a whole new framework for improved management of electric generation, transmission, and distribution. It also presents challenges. As a complex system, the smart grid requires special attention to issues of interoperability, security, and resiliency."

In this podcast, James Stevens, a senior researcher with CERT, discusses the growing digitization of electrical power distribution (referred to as the smart grid) and some of the related security and privacy issues. James also introduces new work at the SEI on a smart grid maturity model that will be discussed in more detail in upcoming podcasts.

PART 1: THE VISION FOR THE SMART GRID

What Is The Smart Grid?

The smart grid is intended to reflect electric power distribution infrastructure that uses technology to improve efficiency. This vision will likely vary depending on country, region, and specific stakeholder groups.

Some examples of what stakeholders want are as follows:

- Electric utilities: efficient provision of reliable power
- Customers: reliable power at low prices
- Governments: reliable, efficient, secure delivery of power from all providers
- Society: reduced environmental impact when using power resources

A Wide Range of New Services Possible

Potential services may include:

- balancing power distribution at a national level based on demand
- utilizing residential smart meters that support automatic meter reading over the network (does not require physical visits)
- automating service connects and disconnects
- charging different rates for electricity based on time of day and time of use (higher rates during peak demand)
- operating smart appliances such as washing machines during non-peak hours
- managing peak loads by, for example, reducing air conditioning demand by adjusting service by a degree or two
as contrasted with rolling brownouts or blackouts
- first restoring service to critical resources such as police and fire stations during a power outage
- being able to generate and harness distributed power resources, for example, from steam turbines

Who’s in Charge?

Power transmission and generation are considered inter-state activities in the U.S. These services are regulated at the national level.

Power distribution is largely considered intra-state; it is regulated at the state and regional levels.

With the smart grid, many of these boundaries may blur as they do for the Internet in general.

There is much work still to be done and we likely won’t know all of the dimensions until we start using the smart grid.

PART 2: BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES AND NEW CHOICES

Economic and Service Advantages

The smart grid promises a wide range of economic opportunities, particularly given the large investments that will be made in its development and operation.

In addition, organizations will be better able to manage their energy use. For example, you can decide to use more environmentally-friendly sources of electricity first (for example indicating that wind is your most preferred source and that coal is your least preferred source).

Alternatively, you can set up an electricity selection schedule that provides the cheapest available source at any given time. Organizations can shift their working hours to take advantage of cheaper rates during off hours if this is a high priority.

Organizations with large data centers (such as Amazon, Google, and eBay) could enjoy significant cost savings by using smart grid services. Such organizations would likely be willing to pay a premium rate to have high priority for service restoration during a blackout or other types of disruption.

PART 3: IMPLICATIONS FOR PRIVACY AND SECURITY; THE SMART GRID MATURITY MODEL

Physical vs. Digital

As with the Internet, replacing physical infrastructure with digital service does create new problems and challenges.

Privacy

Utilities will likely start gathering energy usage profiles of its customers. Such profiles can reveal personal habits (such as when you’re home watching television vs. when your home is unoccupied).

Security

Smart meters on the network can be altered without service provider or customer knowledge. Billing errors and other types of fraud can result.

Patching smart meters via the network has all of the same problems as software patch management, including confirming that a patch is coming from an authorized source.
Botnets and distributed denial of service attacks against smart meters are possible. This could include instructing the smart grid that 10,000 homes require significant energy all at once. Adding features into smart meters and into the grid that detect these conditions are some of the challenges.

**Work in Progress**

The U.S. National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) is working on interoperability standards.

Many key stakeholders are evaluating lessons learned from the Internet to ensure the smart grid is designed with them in mind.

Other thought leaders include IBM, GE, and all state and regional utility regulating bodies including NERC (North American Electric Reliability Corporation) and FERC (Federal Energy Regulatory Commission).

**Smart Grid Maturity Model (SGMM)**

"In 2009, the Software Engineering Institute became the steward of the Smart Grid Maturity Model. This new role supplements ongoing modern power grid research associated with smart metering, interoperability standards, and critical infrastructure protection."

SGMM is a management tool that an organization can use to assess, guide, and improve its smart grid transformation.

SGMM defines smart grid stages, options, and a common vocabulary. It can be used to bridge the gap between strategy and execution.

SGMM was originally created by IBM, GIUNC (Global Intelligent Utility Network Coalition), and APQC (previously the American Productivity Center). IBM has donated the SGMM to the SEI to improve it and serve as steward.

The U.S. Department of Energy’s Office of Electricity Delivery and Energy Reliability is sponsoring the SEI’s SGMM work to:

- govern and maintain SGMM
- collect and analyze best practices
- provide documentation, education, and training

**Resources**

SEI Smart Grid website

CERT Podcast: Introducing the Smart Grid Maturity Model (SGMM)

SEI Webinar Special Event: The Age of the Smart Grid Is Here, March 2009.

NIST Smart Grid Interoperability Standards Project

Department of Energy GridWise Architectural Council


Meserve, Jeanne. "Smart Grid' may be vulnerable to hackers." CNN.com/technology, March 21, 2009.
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